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INTRODUCTION

In architectural design, much has been said about unity, compatibility, reciprocity, or
in architectural terminology, context. What is context in design, or what does it mean when
a designer approaches a problem with context in mind? It means that a designer makes a
conscious decision to see that a part of a design relates to the whole or vice-versa. The
relationship may be with reference to principles and elements of design. A designer may
choose to relate to design principles like proportion, scale, balance, or elements like
space, form, color, mass. One doesn't necessarily have to relate to all the principles and
elements of design but those the designer feels are most necessary that the resulting new
design embodies the essence of the referred design. However, it could be a commentary,
criticism, or whimsy.
As an interior designer, I have questioned the implications of context in designing
an interior. By interior, I refer to all possible elements that would constitute a successful
interior - form, volume, space, finishes, materials, fixtures, and interior elements. Threedimensional forms have been my forte. The purpose of this thesis was to develop a
personal philosophy for designing a free-standing, three-dimensional furniture form. The
context for the furniture form was the built architecture that housed it. The architecture was
studied, and its expression and meaning determined. The form was designed to respond
to the expression and meaning.
The question arose as to the type of architecture for which the form would be
designed. Various options were evaluated by the author and his graduate committee in the
selection of a building. A building which seemed to be challenging for the proposed
problem was the Des Moines Art Center (DMAC). The DMAC is a building with a
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combination of three different expressions of architecture. The original was designed by
Eliel Saarinen in 1948. Two additions were later designed and built by I.M.Pei (1968) and
Richard Meier (1982). The DMAC is challenging in terms of its diversity of expressions. To
define a context here was a difficult yet rewarding task.
The next logical step was to define the context. For my thesis, I defined the context
by analyzing the building, particularly the interior space, and how it affected our emotions.
The analysis of the interior space was based on analyses of space developed by Thomas
Thiis-Evensen1 and Francis Ching. 2 Using Thiis-Evensen and Ching's books as my guide,
I analyzed all factors that affected the quality of an interior space. The dimensions, shape,
surface, edges, and openings, to name a few, were analyzed, studied and documented.
Also, I studied and analyzed the interior space in the context of the Modern Movement of
architecture and I saw how faithfully the basic tenets of the Modern Movement were
expressed in the different wings of the DMAC. I also studied the three designers, their
philosophies, and their individual contributions to the DMAC. Finally, my emotional
response to that space was documented. The results of all three ways of looking at

th~

building were used to design a free-standing furniture form for the interior of the building.
The final part of the thesis dealt with the design and the construction of the free-standing
furniture form.

1 Thomas Thiis-Evensen. Archetypes in Architecture (Oslo: Norwegian University Press. 1989).
2 Francis D. K. Ching. Architecture: Form. Space. and Order (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company. 1979).
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CHAPTER 1.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The review of literature will be dealt with under the following sections.

1.

Analysis of a building's expression.

2.

Designers of the DMAC.

3.

The Modern Movement.

Analysis of a building's expression

Archetypes in architecture
Artists and designers have come to a conclusion that forms elicit definite responses
among people. 3 Forms are capable of establishing certain moods. Similarly, there is a
certain mood and response that one apprehends in a space or building. The mood or
reaction concerns the architectural expression or atmosphere. If forms elicit responses, can
form be articulated to elicit specific responses? Thomas Thiis-Evensen in his thesis
Archetypes in Architecture establishes that the moods and reactions associated with forms
is indeed a result of how the forms are combined and varied. These basic forms can be
referred to as the archetypes of architecture. Thiis-Evensen's theory of archetypes
establishes that there is a common language of form which can be understood which is
independent of the individual and culture. That way, a building can be analyzed on
common grounds and the results can be assumed to be common for all. Thiis-Evensen's
thesis is limited to those archetypes which constitute the elements of spatial delimitation:
the roof, the floor, and the walls (Figure 1.1-1.3). These elements of delimitation can be
studied under four levels of scale:
3 Thomas Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes in Architecture (Oslo: Norwegian University Press,
1989),15.
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• Major forms
. • Construction system - shows whether the main forms are massive or skeletal
• Surface treatment of major forms
• Openings in the major forms
On each of these levels, the function of the major form - the theme, and how the major form
functions - the motif, are also defined. Themes tell us what the major forms do and motifs
tell us how they do it.
A factor that is common to the delimiting elements, the roof, wall, and the floor, is
that they separate interior space from exterior space. In other words, the delimiting
elements balance the forces of inside and outside. The expression of the delimitation is
visualized in the span between opening and closure. Three qualitative concepts help us
describe how these delimiting elements close or open between inside and outside. They
are motion, weight, and substance. Motion describes the dynamic nature of the elements,
whether they expand, contract, or are in balance. Weight describes the heaviness of the
elements and is related to gravity. It describes whether they stand, fall, weigh down, or
lighten up. Substance is related to the material of the elements, whether they are soft, hard,
coarse, fine, warm, or cold. These qualities are the existential expressions of architecture.
Finally, is one's perception of an element's expression dependent on that individual
person and his or her background? Thiis-Evensen says that there are private and social
experiences which are related to convention and based on recognition. However, there is
the third level of experience called the universal level which is the focus of Thiis-Evensen's
thesis. The universal level of experience is independent of cultural factors and
individuality. This level of experience is with reference to phenomenon like gravity and the
forces of nature. Experiences at the universal level are common to all and is recognized on
the basis of our common experiences of natural phenomena.
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Architecture: form, space and order
Francis Ching in his work Architecture: Form, Space and Order conducts a
morphological study of the essential elements o.f form and space and those principles that
control their organization in our built environment. Form is emphasized to be the primary
tool for a designer. Basic forms are classified in a typological manner arid their
classification provides a designer with an active vocabulary to select, test and manipulate
those elements into meaningful and useful organizations of space (Figure 1.4). Forms,
elements of forms, and their organizations are explained with numerous examples of
buildings and spaces. These examples can be examined with reference to a broader
context of the intention behind the form and its organization. This type of an analysis helps
,
a person to better respond and understand the architecture one experiences and the
architecture one imagines while designing.
The act of creating architecture is a design or a problem solving process. In
any such design endeavor, it is necessary to define the problem. The definition of the
problem will depend on how the problem is perceived. The depth and range of a design
vocabulary will definitely aid a designer to better perceive the problem, define it, and
subsequently to solve it. The matter presented in Francis Ching's work is intended to
expand one's design vocabulary for the purposes described above. Also, when one is
equipped with a broad design vocabulary, it can be used for the spatial analysis of
architecture or to create architecture to promote endeavors, elicit responses, and
communicate meaning.
While Ching, and Thiis-Evensen outline ways to understand and experience space
and form, it may help to discuss the strengths and limitations of the authors' works and
subsequently the relevance of their works to my thesis. Both Ching and Thiis-Evensen
discuss space and forms and how they can be manipulated to elicit specific responses.
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Space is formed by manipulating the base, vertical, and overhead plane as Ching lists
them, and by the floor, wall, and roof as Thiis-Evensen lists them. Essentially, the two
authors speak of the same space defining elements. Ching lists diagrammatically the
different variations of the space defining elements and how they can be articulated to affect
spatial quality. While Ching describes all these different variations, he does not elaborate
on how space may effect a person either on a physical or emotional level. He leaves it to
the designer to understand, test, and manipulate elements defining space and thereby
spatial quality. On the other hand, Thiis-Evensen considers the delimiting

~Iements

to

balance the forces of inside and outside. He moves on to describe diagrammatically and
theoretically variations of the delimiting elements and how their articulation affect the
balance of the inside and outside forces, hence the quality of the space. However, ThiisEvensen deals with the issue of quality of space quite differently. He is concerned about
the shared experience of space - how people experience space, and whether this
experience may be common to all. The emotional experience of space is given importance
in his study. Since the battle of the forces of the inside and the outside is an existential
prerequisite of humans, space as a result of the delimiting elements is defined and
understood experientially. As a combination, Ching and Thiis-Evensen provide an efficient
vehicle to analyze space and define it spatially and experientially.
Ching and Thiis-Evensen have acknowledged certain limitations in their theses.
Ching has not considered the connotative meanings of forms and spaces which are
unique to individual cultures. Thiis-Evensen on the experiential level, has not considered
private and social experiences that are unique to an individual and culture. Both authors
consider those factors that can be assumed to be common for all. Although it may seem to
be a limitation, the strength of their study lies in their establishing a common language of
form. That means that the results of any study conducted using Ching or Thiis-Evensen can
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be assumed to be common for everyone. This premise is important for my thesis as I would
need a common language of form to communicate my intentions through the design and
construction of the free standing built form.
Although Ching and Thiis-Evensen speak essentially of the floor, wall, and the roof
in their studies, there is the possibility that certain other factors may contribute to spatial
quality. Lisa Heschong in her work Thermal Delight in Architecture 4 fills that gap and
opens up the possibility of looking at space in relation to other factors like its thermal
qualities. Heschong explains the importance of the thermal sense in the perception and
experience of a space or object. She explains that the more senses involved in an
experience, the richer the experience and the deeper our perception and understanding of
a space or object. Therefore, the analysis of the thermal, spatial and experiential qualities
of a space will result in a deeper understanding and interpretation of the space, and
subsequently a more sensitive response through the free standing built form.
However, the analysis of the thermal qualities of a space does conflict with Ching
and Thiis-Evensen in that, it is difficult to define a common level of thermal experience as
they have defined a common language of form. To a large extent, thermal qualities are
perceived differently by individuals. That is, the degree of warmth or coolness differs from
individual to individual. However, certain objects do convey a feeling of warmth or
coolness and we perceive that based on our previous common experiences with natural
phenomenon. For example, metal looks and feels cold while a carpet or rug conveys a
feeling of physical and psychological warmth. Although Heschong's work was not be used
in the building analysis, it serves as a compelling example of other factors that effect our
experience of architecture.

4 Lisa Heschong, Thermal Delight in Architecture (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. 1979).
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Designers of the DMAC

As the second part of the literature review, I studied the philosophies of the three
architects of the Des Moines Art Center, Eliel Saarinen, LM.Pei, and Richard Meier. The
designer's philosophies were studied as a means to gaining a better understanding of
their buildings. I also reviewed literature on their particular contribution to the DMAC to see
how faithfully their philosophies were expressed in the DMAC.

Eliel Saarinen
Eliel Saarinen was born in 1873 in Finland. As a boy, he grew up in an
environment of forests, lakes, and nature which had a profound influence on him and his
future works as an architect. He would later translate the designs he found in nature into
architectural constructions. To emphasize the importance and influence of nature on his
architectural designs, Saarinen expressed the need to understand life, from which a" art
springs, to understand art in all its comprehensiveness. And to understand both art and life,
one must go down to the source of a" things: to nature.13 Although his primary interest was
to paint, he turned to the art of design in architecture as a way for honest self-expression.
Unfortunately, the style of architecture prevalent during his early years as a
designer was contrary to his ideals. The style at that time was to crowd meaningless
stylistic decoration on building surfaces. He therefore joined Louis Sullivan and Frank
Lloyd Wright in their opposition of imitation architecture. Although their ideals were similar,
Eliel was not influenced by their architectural designs or by the good contemporary
buildings existing at that time. He looked for his own meaning and idea for the form of a
building to suit modern needs.
13 Albert Christ-Janer. Eliel Saarinen (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1948).
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The firm of Gessellius, Lindgren and Saarinen was formed in 1896. The
fundamental purpose of the firm was to design for comfort and aesthetic satisfaction, for
utility and attractiveness, a type of furniture and furnishings that would fulfill the demands
made upon it by the intelligent consumer. Materials were expressed in a simple and
honest way. The firm adhered to the fundamental theory that the function and the material
decided the nature of the form.
A specific form of expression and composition that occurs in Saarinen's work is the
arrangement of a vertical force against a contrasting and balancing horizontal volume. In
his architecture, this composition can be seen in the soaring shaft or the brooding
upsurging mass of tower over a substantial horizontal volume. The horizontal force of the
building and the vertical surge of the tower have a happy proportion. The inspiration for
these forms were derived from nature. The urge to erect the tower over a solid base made
him design, again, the vertical shapes which in so many instances rise sympathetically out
of the natural forms surrounding them.
In 1929, Saarinen took part in an exhibition, "The Architect and Industrial Art,"
sponsored by the Metropolitan Museum. The project he conceived was a complete dining
and a number of pieces of silver. It was interesting to note that, in that project there was a
unity in Saarinen's work even when he worked with various materials that served different
functions. He believed in a unity of concept. Otherwise, the personality of the artist will
seem to be fragmentary. It was his belief that the forms that an artist creates will never be
convincing unless they are a true expression of the artist's life - his emotions, his thoughts,
and his aspirations. The Artist's art should be a testimony of his integrity of mind and spirit,
the product of his real personality.
Saarinen was commissioned to design the Des Moines Art Center. The Art Center
opened in 1948. The change from "museum" to art center was significant; it indicated that
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the cold monumentality so frequently associated with the museum building would be
replaced by warmth and comfort. The quality of the Art Center's design reflects Saarinen's
aesthetic conviction during his final decade of life: "Ornament represents the spirit of man
in an abstract form. It transposes the rhythmic characteristics of time into a significant
pattern of line, form, and color. It evolves from the simple toward the rich, from directness
toward symbol. .. [Ornament] should be ... a translation of emotions with inner meanings
behind the forms ... [It should be] a product of true art."
During the period when Saarinen was asked to design the art center, the stylistic
norms for art museums were neo-Classical facades of pediment, post and Iintel.14
Saarinen was never influenced by the existing styles and he believed in finding his own
meaning and ideas for the form of a building. His design for the art center was a departure
from the norm. The resulting design was a low lying horizontal

~uilding

which was

unobtrusive. By the loW stature and modest entrance, Saarinen softened the cold and
unfriendly feeling that one associates with museum buildings. Also, the entrance with its
curved side walls which splay outward, signifies a welcome gesture.15
The linear horizontal form of the building seems to have evolved from the horizontal
form of the 10m mar stone that was used for the construction of the building. This is in
accord with Saarinen's belief on a building's form, that it should be a result of the material
used for the construction of that building. Also, the vertical and horizontal masses so often
seen in his other buildings can be identified in the DMAC. The ceiling of the lobby is the
only ceiling in the whole building to be raised considerably. When viewed from the
exterior, the lobby is identified as the vertical mass against the horizontal mass of the
gallery wings.

14 James T. Demetrion, "Des Moines Art Center," Iowa Architect 31, 2 (March/April 1984): 16-25.
15 James T. Demetrion,16-25.
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The use of the square motif is discernible throughout the entire building. The
square is Saarinen's way of expressing ornamentation. The square ornamentation is seen
on the bottom of the overhang of the entrance doorway. Also, the square can be identified
in the form of the window mullions and the square rift-grain oak panel of the lobby interior.
The square pattern is seen again on the back rest of some chairs Saarinen designed for
the art center. The repetition of the square ornament with a good consistency wherever
applicable, reiterates Saarinen's belief in the unity of concept even when working with
different materials.

I. M. Pei
leoh Ming Pei was born on April 26, 1917 in China. Coming from a privileged
background, Pei had the opportunity to study architecture in the United States. He enroled
at MIT in the fall of 1935. Unfortunately, the MIT program was anchored in the Beaux-Arts
tradition which relied heavily on the great monuments of Greece and Rome. The BeauxArts philosophy of design did not excite Pei. After completing his Bachelor's degree, Pei
moved on to Harvard to do a Master's program in architecture. Walter Gropius, the German
architect, who was the advocate of the Bauhaus School of Design, was invited to be the
chairman of the architecture department at the Harvard's Graduate School of Design.
Gropius' influence was strong and the philosophy of design at Harvard was closer to what
Pei understood architecture to be. Both Gropius and Marcel Breuer (another Bauhaus
advocate) were responsible in shaping the Harvard Graduate School in becoming the
most forward-looking architecture school in the United States. Gropius represented a
rather rigid approach to the curriculum and did not lay any emphasis on art history. Breuer
on the other hand approached architecture more as an art and Pei seemed to fit best with
the Breuer image of architecture as art.
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Pei did not embrace totally the Bauhaus ideology but rather embarked on an
independent design course. Pei was trained in the largely anti historical form-followsfunction tenets of Modernism. He survived its constrictions and also revival architectural
movements like Post-Modernism. In the Modernist traditiC?n, Pei is devoted to rigorous
geometry and to the use of simple, often sculptural forms. It helps to examine Pei's
approach to architecture to establish what he stands for as an artist. He examines a
project, and instead of imposing on it a rigidly formal preconception, he examines the
project for what it has to offer. More important, Pei approaches the intended use of the
building as a guide to its formal expression. Beyond that, he focuses on how people will
experience a building as they pass through and around it. That process, then, coupled with
a reverence for high-quality materials and the way they are assembled, is what defines
and unifies Pei's body of work.16
Pei was commissioned to design a sculpture wing for the Des Moines Art Center
and the design became a reality in 1968. Sympathy to the existing Saarinen building was
an important requirement for the design. The trustees envisioned the new wing to be a
slavish imitation of Saarinen's design. Pei thought otherwise. To imitate styles would mean
imposing on the new project a formal preconception. Pei realized that the project had
much more to offer and a mere copying of styles would be an injustice to both the old and
the new. 17 Pei's resulting design sharply contrasts Saarinen's linear design. And, it is the
contrasting of ceiling heights, light sources, materials and formation of space which make
the entire structure more interesting as a whole. 18

16 Carter Wiseman, I. M. Pei: A Profile in American Architecture (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
1990) .
17 James Bailey. "Concrete Frames for Works of Art." Architectural Forum 130. 5 {June 1969):
62-66.
18 James T. Demetrion. 16-25.
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However, Pei and Saarinen coincide in their philosophy of considering the use of
re building as a guide to its formal expression. Pei used a simple rectangular form for the
~culpture

wing. However, the use of such simple geometry does not in any way lessen the

impact of the form. Pei's volumetric carving of the

interio~

space and the use of natural light

has resulted in a dramatic sculptural form quite appropriate for the sculpture that it houses.
The shorter ends of the building face the sculpture court at one end and a wooded park at
the other. The shorter end walls have large expanses of glass and the side walls are blank.
A good deal of light enters through the shorter north and south walls. Additional light floods
the space through skylights on a V-shaped moniter on top of the building. Pei uses
concrete extensively in most of his projects as a building material. He exhibits a sensitivity
in its use in that, he varies the color and aggregate of concrete to satisfy structural
concerns and of most importance, the contextual concerns. The limestone aggregate used
in the concrete for the DMAC is exposed and was chosen to match the reddish-brown
lannon stone of Saarinen's building.
Another area where Pei exhibits unique skillfulness is on how people will
experience the building as they pass through it. In the DMAC, Pei has articulated the
experiential quality using three means - by using space, building material and, natural
light.The entrance corridors leading to the sculpture court are volumetrically compressed.
When one enters the spacious sculpture wing with high ceilings through the relatively
narrow corridors, the scale of the sculpture wing is immediately perceived as being
dramatic and distinctively experienced. The use of bush hammered concrete with its
vertical striations further enhances the scale of the space.
Finally, natural light is also used as a means to enhance the quality of the space
and one's experience through it. The space interacts with the light that flows through it with
a continuous change of shadows as the quality of light changes. The energy and
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dynamism of the space is experienced as a result of the interplay of light and shadow and
enhances ones experience of the space.Pei's skillful approach for the sculpture wing has
resulted in more than just another addition, but the intricate interweaving of two
generations of architecture.

Richard Meier
Whiteness is one of the characteristic qualities of Richard Meier's work. White is
used with a good reason. Meier's fundamental concerns are space, form, and light and his
extensive use of white helps to accentuate his concerns. Meier uses white to heighten the
power of visual form, and it aids him in the molding of space and light. Meier uses as raw
materials for his architecture volume and surface, light and form, changes of scale and
view, movement and statis. Also, the physical and functional elements are important to
Meier as raw materials, since he is deeply concerned with the making of a building. He
believes that the art of architecture ultimately demands one's concern with the construction
of the building. The history of architecture has provided Meier with inspiration for his work.
However, the historical allusions are never literal but rather, the meanings are internalized
in his work, and the metaphors are purely architectural.19 When Meier is compared with
his contemporaries, he exhibits a consistency of style which he has maintained throughout
his career despite of ongoing changes of architectural movements.
Meier's greatest influence has been Le Corbusier. However, Meier has been
sensible in screening Corbusier's philosophy and to reject ideas which he felt were
inconsistent. Corbusier was the proponent of the philosophy that the geometry of
Proportion is the generator of form. Meier however is ambivalent about that matter. He
understands that proportional measurements do help correct or check designs but he is

19 Richard Meier, Richard Meier. Architect (New York: Rizzoli,1984).
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not prepared to speculate about proportion as the generator of form. He feels proportion is
about quantity and therefore distracts attention from the all important matter of quality. For
Meier, the problem of quality is primary since it is more accessible to both client and
critics. 20
Meier was commissioned in 1982 to design yet another addition for the Des Moines
Art Center. Meier's task to design the third addition could be considered to be more difficult
than Pei's addition (since he filled the gap between the two sections of Saarinen's wings)
or Saarinen's building (since starting a new building is always easier than doing an
addition). Meier envisioned the addition to be divided into three separate structures. They
are; a one-story dining facility in the northwest part of the reflecting pool and courtyard, a
two-story section in the west consisting of a gallery of African art above and maintainence
shop areas below, and a three-story section to the north consisting of galleries and
storage. 21 The three story section is volumetrically detached from the Saarinen addition
and is compacted resulting in a vertical organization of space.
Meier's use of white has been his trademark from the onset of his career and he
has religiously applied it to the DMAC. Meier chose to emphasize the original Saarinen
building by volumetrically and stylistically contrasting his addition to the original. However,
Meier's building relates to the original and Pei's building in subtle ways by the use of less
obvious elements of proportions and rooflines. The flattened pyramid roof with clerestory
windows on Meier's building echoes the butterfly roof on Pei's wing and these two
buildings together frame and emphasize Saarinen's building. However, the color of the
granite for the central volume of Meier's north addition was chosen to blend with the
exterior masonry of the Saarinen building.

20 Introduction to Richard Meier, Richard Meier. Architect (New York: Rizzoli,1984).
21James T. Demetrion, 16~25.
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Proportional relationships are seen by observing the two and four foot square surface grids
on the exterior of Meier's building. The size of the surface grid conveys a scale and a
hierarchy of interior volumes. And, the scale of some of Meier's interior volumes bear a
direct relationship to the scale of some of Saarinen's interior volumes.
Meier's fundamental concerns of space, form, and light and their manipulation is
evident in the DMAC. Building planes are organized such that there is a continuity of space
and it flows from one area to another. One perceives that building planes are organized
with the intention of sculpting space: Corbusier's influence and a tenet of modernism
expressed. A vertical continuity of space is maintained by leaving a gap between floor and
wall planes and hence not closing off completely one floor from another. This continuity of
space allows light from the clerestory and perimeter windows to flow through different floor
levels. Light combined with the whiteness of the interior heightens the visual form of
interior architectural elements.

The Modern Movement

As a concluding part of the literature review, I attempted to study the Modern
Movement with which we can associate the three designers of the Des Moines Art Center.
After discerning the basic tenets of the movement, I analyzed how faithfully those tenets
were expressed in the different wings of the DMAC. As an in-depth study of the Modern
Movement was beyond the scope of this thesis, I focus~d
on three highly influential
..... /
designers of the Modern Movement. The designers I focussed on were, Le Corbusier,
Frank Lloyd Wright, and Walter Gropius. In doing so, I hoped to understand and express
the essence of the movement and draw relationships to the DMAC.
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The main source on the section on the Modern Movement was Vincent Scully, Jr.
Among the other books considered as a source, Scully was the appropriate choice
because he takes on a philosophical approach in describing the evolution of the Modern
Movement. He associates the evolution of the movement with the emotional and spiritual
state of humans during that period. This approach merged with my own philosophical
stance to any design project and seemed to form a reasonably strong base from which to
draw inspiration for the design. Vincent Scully, Jr. in his work Modern Architecture: The
Architecture of Democracy,22 traces the evolution of the Modern Movement and describes
the main characteristics and influential designers associated with the movement.
Scully promoted the idea that the architecture of a period was a reflection of the state of
humans during that period. Modern architecture was evolving during the later eighteenth
century, during the periods of the industrial and democratic revolution. This was a time
period in which previously accepted religious values were disintegrating and as a result
being rejected. The old structured way of life was falling apart. As a consequence, humans
found themselves alone, without the security of being able to depend on religion or
something comprehensible.23 This period of absurdity 'found humans with an incessant
need for security and something comprehensible to belong to yet a strong desire and a
need to express his individuality as a means to progress and change. For this reason,
absurdity set in and the architecture was also a representation of that absurdity.
How were the paradoxical qualities of freedom of the individual and the need for
security and permanence resolved in an architectural expression? The architectural
metaphor for freedom was continuity and the metaphor for permanence was order of
space, surface, and structure. This idea of continuity and permanence is clearly expressed

22 Vincent Joseph Scully, Modern Architecture: The Architecture of Democracy rev.ed.
(New York: G. Braziller, 1974).
23 Vincent Joseph Scully, 1O.
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in the houses designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Wright used the open plan and as a result,
interior spaces were compulsive, expansive and flowing (continuity) yet, the masonry
structures that

articul~ted

that space were monumental, heavy, solemn, and densely

massed (permanence). Also, the exterior consisted of continuous interlocked masses
which resulted in continuity and in a plasticity of mass. Walter Gropius, founder of the
Bauhaus and an influential designer in the Modern Movement was clearly influenced by
Wright's work. Gropius was influenced by Wright's continuous horizontal planes but
wanted to avoid the plasticity of mass on the exterior. Also, he wished to bound and close
the building's profile with plain facades. To do this, Gropius enveloped the facade with a
glass skin which resulted in a continuous yet closed building profile. But how could
Gropius resolve the issue of plasticity of mass on a plane facade? The paradox was
resolved by integrating concepts of the de Stijl philosophy (Wright's influence on the de
Stijl movement must be affirmed) of interlocking separate volumes into asymmetrical
compositions. Gropius combined planes into boxes and interlocked their separate volumes
into asymmetrical compositions and we saw the Bauhaus emerging. We find that Wright
created a plasticity of mass on a single facade while Gropius created the same theme with
a number of separate volumes.
It was during the Modern Movement that architectural space and its articulation was
emphasized and architecture was seen as a volume rather than mass.24 The spaces were
visualized as solids and the designer manipulated the space finally enclosing or
enveloping the air. The International style which was considered a single, common body of
ideals within the Modern Movement also promoted the idea of architecture as volume
rather than mass. The other important ideas of the International style were, regularity rather
than axial symmetry as the main organizing element in design. Symmetry was one of the
24 Patrick Nuttgens, Understanding Modern Architecture (London: Unwin Hyman,1988), 112.
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surest means of bringing esthetic order to a design. However, designers of the
International Style avoided axial symmetry but achieved regularity by consistency in
design, and

balanc~

of masses within asymmetrical compositions. Also, ornamentation

was condemned.
Le Corbusier is identified as one of the most important designers of the Modern
Movement. His work can be closely associated with the tenets of the International style.
Corbusier's central definition of architecture as being a masterly, correct, and magnificent
play of masses brought together in light was expressed clearly in his work.25 The play of
masses was possible because of the free plan in which walls can be manipulated
according to the designer's whim. The free plan was possible because of the use of
{

columns supporting slabs. The column and slab structure also allowed for a free facade
with long strip windows free from the columns.26
Corbusier's most important contribution to the Modern Movement and its
architecture was the need to see and perceive forms and spaces in movement. This was
the cubist interpretation of architecture. Corbusier's buildings were great cubes with the
interior divided into upper and lower spaces that could be seen in movement. This was the
fourth dimension of space - space seen in time. 27 Lastly, the antihistorical form-followsfunction idea was an underlying theme of the Modern Movement. 28 It propelled the
designers to evaluate the function of the space and allow the function of the space to be
the shaper of the form. This approach eliminated superfluous ornamentation and a rigid
and formal approach to form.
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DMAC and the Modern Movement
Now that the basic tenets of the Modern movement have been understood, it will be
interesting to see how the tenets have found expression in the work of the designers of the
DMAC. Continuity and permanence were expressed by all three designers in their
individual buildings of the DMAC. However, the means chosen to express continuity and
permanence varied to quite a degree. Saarinen in his building followed the Bauhaus
expression to achieve continuity. Gallery spaces were separated into rectangular volumes
which were interlocked and organized into an_ asymmetrical composition. By following this
approach, incidental exterior spaces were formed. Incidental exterior spaces were the
elements which gave the entire composition a spatial plasticity. The low profile of the
building and its masonry structure contributed to the building's solidity and permanence.
Pei and Meier's approach to continuity was quite different from Saarinen's approach. Their
raw material to achieve continuity was interior space. Their spaces were expansive and
flowed from one area to another therefore maintaining continuity. Also, Pei in his addition
used vertical striations on concrete walls which contributed to a sense of continuity. Pei's
structure by virtue of its mass expressed solidity and permanence. Meier on the other hand
compacted his spaces into a vertical volume and it was the monumentality of this main
volume that gave his addition a sense of permanence and stability.
The concept of architecture as space was evident in the work of all three designers.
Saarinen's articulation of space was fairly simple and straightforward. Except for the
entrance lobby which has a large volume and equally large openings, the other gallery
spaces were homogeneous volumes with very little spatial articulation. Spatial articulation
could be perceived only through the entire building's composition of interlocking volumes.
Pei and Meier achieved spatial articulation within a single volume. Pei's sculptu~e gallery
consists of a single space which was defined by a ceiling of varying heights. The varying
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ceiling heights articulated the space into different spatial volumes which gave the space a
quality of spatial plasticity. Window openings and the closely spaced rectangular columns
also contributed to the plastic quality of the space. One almost senses that the space has
been "sculpted." Meier also maintains the continuity of space and keeps it flowing between
levels. Here again, the organization of the floor and wall elements gave the space its
plastic character. The use of columns supporting slabs which don't meet the walls was
what allowed the flow of space between one level and another. Also, the interior walls
were not load bearing (made possible by columns supporting slabs) and their
arrangement was flexible and was determined by function and a desire to bring about a
desired articulation of interior volume. Pei and Meier also use light to articulate space. Both
designers allowed natural light to flow into gallery spaces. The changing light keeps the
interior space in a constant state of flux attributing to its dynamic quality. This ties in with
Corbusier's central definition of architecture as the play of masses brought together in light.
The only space where Saarinen uses natural light to articulate space is in his lobby area.
Space seen in movement is given importance by both Pei and Meier. They have
designed their additions so that circulation traffic patterns allow for the experiencing and
visualization of spaces while in motion. Circulation paths go through spaces that have
been sensitively articulated by planes and natural light. Hence, the emotional impact of the
space on the observer is heightened. However, this aspect of space experienced and seen
in time was not easily discernible in Saarinen's gallery spaces.
Although ornament was condemned by most Modernists, Saarinen advocated its
use. However, Saarinen's ornamentation was no literal or superfluous decorative element.
It was abstract as seen in his use of the square motif throughout his building. The repetition
of ornament gave a unity to the building. Pei's vertical striations and Meier's square grids
on walls could also be interpreted as subtle ornamentation. But the subtle use of
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ornamentation conveyed a sense of scale to the building's expression. The use of
ornament by these Modernist designers was with a definite purpose. In conclusion, we find
that the work of the three designers as seen in the DMAC comfortably fitting with the basic
tenets of the Modern Movement.
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CHAPTER 2.

ANALYZING THE ARCHITECTURE

A building in its totality, consists of many complex elements and attributes which
contribute to its expression. By elements, I refer to parts of the building like the floor, the
roof, the walls, windows, doors, characteristics like the spatial qualities, moods and
emotions that the piece of architecture generates. The analysis of all the elements and
attributes poses an enormous task. Also, analyzing all the issues may not prove to be
beneficial. The results may be broad and inconclusive. It was beneficial early on to focus
on a particular aspect of the building as well as a method of analysis. The focus of the
analysis was chosen such that the results would in some way determine and influence the
design of the free-standing furniture form.
The analysis of this study centered on the interior of the Des Moines Art Center
because it was the immediate context of the free-standing furniture form. My own emotional
response to the interiors was one of the main factors influencing the design and
construction of the furniture form. While my own emotional response formed the core of the
analysis, it was informed in four ways by examining three larger contexts in which the
interior was understood. The first was to study the interiors in the context of the Modern
Movement of architecture. After discerning the basic tenets of the movement, I attempted to
see how faithfully they were expressed in the different wings of the DMAC. Second, I
studied the design philosophies of the architects Eliel Saarinen, I. M. Pei, and Richard
Meier as well as the literature on their particular contribution to the DMAC. This bridged the
gap between the general tenets of the Modern Movement and the immediate experience of
the interiors today. The third context was the theory developed by Thomas Thiis-Evensen
which is laid out in his book Archetypes in Architecture. His thesis revolves around the
belief that forms and spaces elicit a definite emotional response among people and that
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while many of these responses are personal, some are universal. That is, people from
different cultural backgrounds and with different world views can experience the same
emotions in a place. Thiis-Evensen then elaborates on the delimiting elements of
architecture and proposes what they do and how they do it.
My own experience is in accord with Thiis-Evensen's main thesis: I experience
places in a very emotional way. Whether my emotional response aligns with the response
that Thiis-Evensen suggests I should have, was discussed in the analysis. Thiis-Evensen's
study does provide a very useful method for analyzing the DMAC. He divides buildings into
the floor, walls, and roof. For each, he examines the major forms, construction system,
surface treatment, and openings. Finally, he proposes major themes, what the elements
do, and motifs, how they do it. This way of looking at a building was used to structure my
own observations and documentatiop. It also served as a foil against which to compare my
own emotional response and at the same time test Thiis-Evensen's thesis.
Finally, Francis D. K. Ching's work Architecture: Form, Space and Order formed the
fourth context, the basis for analyzing and documenting spatial characteristics of the
DMAC. He also uses the major divisions of floor, walls, and roof which are labeled base,
vertical, and overhead planes. Ching elaborates this framework of the three spatial planes
which articulate space and create enclosure. Ching's framework formed the basis for
understanding and describing the interiors spatially, Thiis-Evensen for understanding and
describing it experientially and the reading on the DMAC's architects and the Modern
Movement formed the basis for understanding and describing the interiors in a larger
cultural context. A series of annotated analytical drawings (Figure 2.3 - 2.36) synthesized
my own observations with the information gained from the four relevant contexts described
above. These, then were used as the raw material for designing and constructing the freestanding furniture form.
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.strttbfletl etfed.l \£1l1er II1pon ~~er.
,

pate-ern convey

ANt' LAY~R EFFECT' In tril6 ~rche~re.l flal1e.s lIe. OYlt upcn the
other aha. ~re 6&n thro~h holes tina. opentn6~ . The, a.eepe.sb lo.t;1er 16 l.ma.trsrood.
tJ.~ the tio.mr la4er . whIle the \tJ.l{ers a5 the4 ri6e- . become LI~hter In tolor. v
lhiis- Evemen
SURFACE

e. .
0 ····
0 0.•

CJ'/ID
;'D~
VD
0.

D

··of)
·.:0.

(]

W40~en

O

.o~

...

)"EXTURE ANP THE LAYER EFFECT'

LaL.jer eC~ed;. The, a~e.sr
I

___,

,___d__ :

: K
I
I
I

...

I

!

I

,

I
:

't

rn-dfrrn'

J

J

J

-

L~
Saarinen wing - the layered floor

coar&e and. tIne texh.{re~ create the
IAncier~bJOd. ~~ the totU'6est and. "tl1e ro(,(ghe.s~
ri5e. become Incretl6lnll\~ ~eometrit tltUl d.dlcare. I lhli~ tVenbe.n
15

THE REFLECTING

t100r ~-________

lhe ~rt4 Utrpet t'nd the u~ht woodw tloor Indicate, two
La~ers . ttowe..ver.l the lar~er CtlrpeJ lJuer I~ d~rker In color
o.na rOL-\eher In te.xture tran me liqhtL colored 5t110oth
~lArt.ttcea wtJoden .poor. lhe dark tolor an1 rou6 h te..xture
of tre ~rpet makes It lie below the wooaen floor area.
me woo~en ~loor whIch appl'&t~ to be ral6ed) Gret\h~s a
{'Ield of space o.ro["{n::\ the carpet areo. glVInB the
lrop~~&IOy) of ~ b~e within ~ 6pace. .

Figure 2.4:

lttL,fer

z.one WhIle the Ltvels tts fueL.{

Cttrpt t t-----~~~'<---"<--_

.............

or

'In thl~ arche~pe. . d.lf~erenr comblnt7lbo~

FL(lO~

~ lhe refLechng
6Im~~ mean~

Cloor IS em Ind.lstlnct mirror tloor _lhls
that the I'""eflecbon IS not tt perfect copy
Ot tHe. ttbove. lhe.. r-eflechon cret\tt.s ~ belowne6~ on~
whlch-- ~hlfh vetween lttihc and. d.t\rk. The Ctlllt14s and.
-forms oDJect> ana.. wall.s t\re trarufP,rmetl aM to~verted,
Into d.lffi..i~e. torm~ &\S the!.{ are refLected.. Mwnwa.rdt.
The reflechn~ floor e.nl~r~es ~ ,Spt\ce downwt\rds." Thiis-t.ven~n
I

1
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SAAR I N E N

A DII ITION

WALLS

MAIN FORMS: THE HORIZONTAL WALL
~1he. nOrtzontt{L wall t)(pre~se.s we'{1ht ~tf/n.st -the grot{nJ. I~ honzon~lr~ fflve5 a

cOn'lpre5seti and. comp-~cJ ~r5/; ImpressIOn. Ie Wilt ·iherefOre h~ve a ~$rCtt!ll.f do~d and,
deum1bt;'q crartActer. lhe manon Impul5e~ aroL-Hea. ?1 this wall t4re 'WIll ~()o mcreA~ Ih
dosed charada'. 9'ett\use If; stretches OUt nDrlzonrall1-1 -the It'YlplAr.se IS to fOllow t{lon~
be~lae It lh eIther dlrecbon.
1hii~ - Event.e.n
.
.I

:1
' - -_ _ _ _--J

¥

THE MASSIVE SYSTEM:
'The vn~SSlve walL ~nd c.losure : lr£ masSive waIL IG both S/Apporb~ and cleut11lbr1g. This mean~
that the ma~51ve walt lends wel~hr to the 5ptthat bounda':11 Il3elF and thercDLi closes the
6face . The t!o,SlAre efFect o~ the Yl1t\Gslve wall iG empha6lua. In blAlldlnll~ In whIch the
~ln plArpo~e is to I~olate t\M protect the InsIde WlItce. "
lhii5 -tVeY16en

mlCKl1ebS : • Wa 11J~651Ve waQ 6eemf> thick, d; conve'1~ ~ heavL1 ~nd then?fore cl05ea.
feeltt1q. tt thick waQ corre6pond5 to .$ome.thlng Inert tina c/o.5ea. . The- thlckneGs Inalcare5
cornpactne6S tlnd -thereb~ Inner resistance. II
1hii~ - cvtn6e.n

"'---4

1he, hOnz.Dvr\:;aL wall

lht wa\l~ tnclo5lr1q the. ~lIert( 'fee, c::;\re baSlc~lIl1 hOrlz.ont~ll ~sslve Wt1.1\5.
The itllckness of fut~e. Wtlll~ I, ~etn de~rl4 tilt the Openltl~.s Into the qlAltert{ ~pace!'.
The honiont~uty ,mabSlVeno"$ and -thlc~neS$ .Q.t the walls 01ve It lit .si:t,ble, Vtpptar~nce
tlnd cret\tes ~ ~ecure tina tnclouJ sp~c.e. llit absence 0+ wmdow cpenln~$ on the
wall!, abo help to endo.se the 6p~ com~e.teILf'
lfle maSGlve, honzontal wo.tL Without op'emn~~ enco[,{rt-\.~e6 tqUlck lAnlnt~r,nA~teA
movement ~\0r:3 be~lde It In etther ~lretbon. The field of sp(I\ce ~,~nert1te4 DL1
hortwnbL wttlts IS tt .s~ce whIch IS horIzontal In f9rm f t:lnd tnl~ .$p~ce I~
I

t\\60

Figure 2.5:

Saarinen wing - main forms

C,ondLACIVe

to

tfUick

movement

In

Ib

m~\n

~Irec IOn .
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SAA RINE N

BUILDING

~. •. . • •. . •. . •:.;di·1

L
1

Figure 2.6:

I

: :wooden trim

I I

>

: point
woode.n trim

-t~:9fn riIn';:

I:
I

I I I
I I I

I I I
I I
I I

wall

Saarinen wing - the massive system

I
I

clevahon~

I

I

WALLS

lrl\!, wall \, covered comp1etel4 ~l..( wooden panels. Honzonbddu 15 em~!>lzed
by the patte-m on t1H~ w~lI. lt1t groove the Ylooaw moul4Jnd 6triP ~nd
the trim ?ill run uYllnterrupteJ
honzontvllLl,.f. lhe pcattern? 4}1 ve the
w~ll a. bfuble ~ppetlr?mce o.nl:1 encolAr~e qtAlcK horlzdn~\ mov~ment
I

1

",loV\g

Ie .

I
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SAARINEN

ADDITION

-

WALLS

THE HEIGHT THEME
lhe rl51ng mohf ; ~ 11'1 the Y'15tn'ij mob~ the t'Ylltldl2. PleU IS pVfshed. LApWtlrJ in
re~boV1 to the wtAli 5 centerlme. \1'1 -thl~ wtll1 -the lower ~lelcL, becomeb the
J

I

....I

'"
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

1
I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

V

V

ttt~est

the upper the rnosb V\l;lrrow·
.
1h~ descrtbed. relaboYl retweeYl the IApper &lntL lcwer part-b ~ ~ w", tl Vl,S .
the Llsht:er t\nd. netlvrer IS the canon for the. expenence ~ the wttlt5 verb cal ~)(pre6.slon.'
The b\nkIYl~ mobf ~ \\reprtsents -the OPPosite o~ the V'I51V1f1. mot-if· The YYHtdle
J'ttlti. 15 VlO\X' tfrtlWh below the wtlll~ c'ehterlJn~ [,0 thtlt- the becnon t'lbove
\?eCOmeb .~ ltlr~est whlk- the lower ~ecttoYl beCOvrle$ the m06t- n~I'TOW.
\"eSLAlt IS a 61nkJnfl wall..'
lhii, - Cve.n!:;en
I

me

J

A-r-----===1----4> y\t\~te.r

wt'okn ~nel~

,:

II--I---f~-+-+-~

: I---l--t--+--+-+--I
: f----:I--i--l---I--t---t
I

WtlU

&levabon
/

Figure 2.7:

Saarinen wing - the height theme

1hif~-

t.veYJsen
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SAARINE H ADDITION
THE BREADTH THEME

[[J
~

U... -----I

[]]J
II;:---------~

11J<.+ u

WALLS

THE. SPLIT MOTIF

In the .split mohf ' the corner~ Mm\Ylab~ oyer the.
mlMle buhon ~nd. the (7pen fIeld- I~ p~65ed. together.
lr}l~ mobf rOlnt~ t-owarlG ~n IncretlSlntl' dOSLAre
by ~qllwe.Ztnq the mldLilt fo~ther. "
ihHb-fvexJ6en

\1

TIH:.

SIDE

MOTIFS-

middle 6ecboYl 16 weare&' tlthe.r ~o the. r,~ht- Or to
the le~t. In thiS wa~ , the comer~ are also d I(Perenr . In an
tt55l1met-ncaL ~Ct!de, we tlre led IMlredil1 to the center anti
thefetore 1t1I.S placement dtClts ~ more pnvare tharttcttr. "

'The

I

~------

Figure 2.8:

Saarinen wing - the breadth theme
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SAARINEN
W\NVOWS

BUILDING

WALLS

lne. proftle:
f_
"lhe Impreb~IOYl tMe -the mohon IS -from tt,e olAts,ae mW?ln;{5 can I7C
het~htened. or le,$$e.ned. bl1 the op'ehln~6 profiles £?r rev~al6 .
tt c.ut at rl~ht t\~le.s to the waLL empho.~lze~ mohon from the o[,1hlde. .
The ,treYl~th of the wall IS weakened. It oITer~ no reGI~tance . r
lhlJ~-cye~
J

The ~ace ~ The tace outenno.st IYl the opentn1
J
In plaCIn~ ine window .f.0ce outerYYl06t 1\1 the Operllr14, the Intenor ~pace ap~ear~ to
e)(te.nd. r1~ht OL1t- to the wall tace. ThIG c~n re~LA1t In two et~E!d5 . \11 th~. tl~t
the entire volume o~ the bwuhng 6ee~ overladen. In the .second., the waLL
ljlves the Irnpre5~lOn o~ beu1'3 ~ thm 6km. II
mll6 - evet1ben
V'oor ca61t1(J6: lYle ~rame moh~.
.
'The casln6 or trtltme IS botn -the ~tbVlq t\nd, An t-\cce.ntu~boh oC whab~yer \~
within ib.1. 6{G aYl entr~nce mobf thiS YY1eUlnS that It accentuateS thl~ pen;oYJ
aboLAt to enter.
1h1~- £ven,e.n
II

A

B

r:=::::M-~ pamt

wooden
paoelb ·
Vt'-Mbon

0

the trame mob
B

A

B
B

Figure 2.9:

Saarinen wing - windows

B

I
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SAARINEN
U -SHAPED

BUILDING
PLANES

VERTICAL

PLA NES

ot

• a. u-bh~ped con~11LWt:1boYl o~ verbcal plane$ d.eflrles

tt field
S~£tCe
that has tm Inward C!A5 tl~ well a~ ~n olAtw:tra Orlenrahon. M:- the rear
of the, confl1..lArt'bonJ the field IS endo&eJ t::thd wel1- deClned. . Toward the
open end. of the confl1V1rabon. the f1efd. b~coVYJe~ exrl"oved;eo. In Yltlture.
If the end. of a lonq, Y1~rrow field IS open, f:he .space WIll encolAr~e
movemen~ ~nd. be coY14tAclve to a progre6swn Or tUjlAence o~ evenh .
I~ the .Cleld I~~ SttlA~re) or netlrlV( ~qYivtY'e. the ~p~ce WIll be btahc tmd.
nave {he tnvtracter oF ~ pltlce +0 IX. In rathe.r than C! space to
l'Ylove throtAqh. •
Ching

to

!

\~

I

The u- 6hapea pl~ne.s are o~~n'z.e.d to inrm t\ ~lAare
6WDC spoce.
ALtholk:Jh itJe; 5{XlGe IS bt:L~tlc • Ib \$
unc.omfortablt to "be II\' De cau5e;) tU one moves d~r
Into

o..,.
I
I
I

o

I
I

--Figure 2.10:

Saarinen wing - U-shaped planes

t\\e

mtroverr.etJ ~eld

J

the .sp~ce

seems to

enclose, MtA overwh rn. 1fle. rea~on 1$ bect\u6e,
the veruca[ pl~ne~ 0 the, lobbL{ ~re fo.l' pltme.s.
It~ the. pltAnts dorir htJve t:t.n ltf wlndowtJ or o~
opeol0flb , thE, pl~ne5 PO~~e6~ ~ consltlerat:1e vJSlAal
rna~~ whIch I~ overw~mll'13 and vtncorn~rbDIe..
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SAARINEN
POUR

BUILDING

PLANES: CLOSURE

VERTICAL

PLANES

• FOlAr verbcal plane$ cornplel:etYt enc.lo!'l~ t-\ field of 5 pace IS' probablH the most t~plCtll J
and cerralnlL( -the .stro~ebt, tL1pe
spatIaL aetJh~bon In ~rGhltec.ture. bltlce -the
f,el4 of bpace IS cornpletell1 ehct06ed, It6 6pClce IS Introverred .
No 6p,abaL or visual conbnl,uhf IS p05.S,ble With ~dJacent ~r~ce~ WlthOlAt opehtn~6 In
the pl~ne~ enciosltva the ~Idd. Ab the ~t!n1e. time i:he~e optntngb provide
conbmutl;{ With tltlJacenr .bpace" me,l.{ can depe.ndln~ on their 611.e VlV1mbe-r
ana location be~ln to weo:ken ihe i-YlC lo~"we of the brace.
Chmg

or

I

I

'"
'"

--) 0
I

<E---

I

I

I

/I

I

{he space 15 Introverb:l ttS ?l re6ult- d closure, the ~p:;:lce
t.-tnam!'orrable. to be In . 1he proportion xf trl 'sp'ace seems tz) pe
the CXltlC4( tacror here. The ,:.1[mf}$r lln~r form or the 5pace 'JIves ·Ie
tl a.l,{narYllC ~ualt~. As t:I re6ult, the ~pqce I~ c;\\ways In mO~lon
o.rd l{'nt lY'bm~ii or c.om.fortt\ble. to t7e h1 .
AIt;ho!'-{41h

\~

I I
Figure 2.11:

Saarinen wing - four planes
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SAARINEN

BUILDING

-

THE.

ROOF

THE FLAT ROOF

£lat roof maL{ 5eern raised or hovertYlqdebkhed from the WttLl5 below. ~

\\ tJ..

It the Y"Oo~ l-Ol1e
lh\l~- e.venben

(E:J

~l

1

...

'i

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

-S-

7

!i)'
I

I
I

Uf'

I

I
I

I

I

I

~~

2.3. 4

Figure 2.12:

Saarinen wing - the flat roof

~pp~r6 to

I

5
6

be
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PEl

ADDITION

FLOORS

I

I

THE

DlftECTlONAL

THEME

t1he- alrecboYlt\l theme concern> the W~H In whIch the torrn Ot the floor empha$lztS c.e-rt~111 mobom
COYlneL.png one p\~ce to t\Ylother. l1-\e.se motions yYl~y be ~e,Yla2:1Led tltner bv, the f'oor~ 6u~ce
by Ih, .fOrm or lni paths which cro~s the ~po.ce· " mllb-rven6aJ
J

~

tLtlor paH:trn

~-~ JlrecttoVl

~-

I

- - - - - - - - --)

II~
I ED

Figure 2.13:

Pei addition - the attached floor, the directional theme

I

or floor

I
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I

i
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'
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PEl

FLOORS

ADDITION

THE DIRECTIONAL

FLOOR

STAIRS
~ar~w stairs ~" Sb:ur.s t\rt-the connu,bl1~ Itnk be-tween
r basIc rnotlf5 wfilch aereY"trllne
~rrn6 there are
~ttachmatt an
rm .

1olr~

below ~nd above. It'! studt.{ of orthlt-echrral ~talr
the tnohor1 e.xFreS$lon: breadth blape
I

I

'
A ~rrow +h~ht of s
&eemS mtended ~or the spec;tat-or alone 0[, ~r most- one other l7er.~on . Lttht- Vls~h1_aboYi of t\. per60htlL G~ce - It I~ prly~te. lhl$ c.onfent IG fV{rthet' emphtlSIZed In thbtt- n~rrow
I

.I

6~\~ Invite ttlAlck

movement."
111\16 -~venben .
6htlUow SW-!t"6 :" bho.lIow ~tc:Hr6 are beGu\.ar . W\(:id~ 6paced !,;teps ore conducIve to ~ calm tlnd
comfortable pace,. 1he, sha\\ow qent{ltt 6\OPI~Cl 5tdlrWtlL{ loS In (). wal1 bO well arranqed thtlt
o.ernand~ ld.-H e exerbotl ~nQ 16 etASl-1 t\hd V1(i\tlA ral ."
Thll~ - ~en5en

I

u:ruJ
Figure 2.14:

Pei addition - the directional floor

II
I I U

I

lr

I~
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PEl

iHE

ADDITION
DIRECTIONAL

FLOORS
FLOOR
STAIRS

Narrow Stalr6

~

-for

~A- t\arrow ~I~ht ot 5talr5 ,eems Intendtd
the- specra.cor ~loY1e or ~t- mo~t lone o81er
ver50n. Ie I.S the Yl5~ltzaboVl oC tt penDn~ ~pace.- It IS ~rlvate . Th~ content I~ tt..idh er
empha!llz.ea In ~t V\arrow ~h~\r6 Invite tjL.uck movement."
lhUG - ~ve.n6e.n
J

6tetp .?talr' :

~To vltmb t\ 6te.ep tllght Ot 6talr~ 1-6 phL1~\ctlllLf e.xhaLA6bnq; we h10ve o.qtllt1St the force oC eraVlt~,
which pr~$ure. lA~ dOWYlwo.rtlG. On a r~U~ 5reep th~ht lone Ib compelled to hLAYTt.{ to the top' fol"
tear ot .paning backwaraG and down. Steev ~f~lrs therefore a!5o coYlve/,f tH" lt1lpre;blon
tt

btrlA9Gle

.fer

~urvlvttL. k

Flrmll:i Flxea 6t.:1W6 '.

y

of

1hU5 - £ven5e.n

B~ a tlrml~ ~Ixed S~lrwCt~ , ~ ll1ettn one In which the.

~to.lr.s ~re like -the o.fuitche4 ~oor
the staw's m~~ give an Impre,66\OY'l
Pl1 V'lsln~ wli;n the et'Ound . '

whole Dody re.st~

bolldll1

tm the, grotAnd. Fixed

Q.nd ~re. With It 0. charaGte.r of ~h~~lcol ~mlt~ With -tfie qround . lh!AS
of the arouru 1tsett rlslng, e;ti1er by 5prlnglr1j up from the ~round or
lhllb- tVenben

"The. ~plral 6~tr I~ narrow 5teep ttna .(Vm\y +hed. The e.nbre ,~tr
can never be seen a~ tt v-ihole- 6tnce, It 1$ 6ctAlpted wl"\;hln a
concrete. mas~ ana well hlMen from View. This hidden
J

t{
.sen~e Lof rnl;1st~ry ~Od J..L..A
t1tiventure . One I~ wrlOf,.{S ~
t1UL what Ues pe\ow Lr~
sWlr. E=w white, clrmDtng e .sialr Its .s.pwt\! c:h~r~cter does

cMro.cJe.n5QC calves the. .st~lf'

f,na

J

to see vel11 ar beyond ~na ih15 (I heIAhre..n.s themLlsl:-e.r1 ~nd Mve.ntLAre . lhe ~rI()Whet6 Or tht stair
does force. us -to move .qu,c.k\y on 'It .

not VlUow

U5

View

trom

abov~

~

./

........ t-....

./

-I

I

lJJ
Figure 2.14:

(continued)
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PEl

ADDITION

-

FLOORS

. lht l3o~e PI~ne Pepr-e5sed.:
The 4e4ret
of G~abai conhnwt~ between the dep'res~ed fIeld
v
and. the $urrolAr>dll"~ L:tfetl. depends on the .sc~1t of the Ie vd ~n.qe. Once the "flffJnal
ba~e. plV1ne IS ~bove QIAI'" el1e level, the depre$se,d field become~
IYJ effar
c;\
.5epanH-e ttl1d dlsbnct room In It-self. ",
ChIng
\I

J

J

-

1he 6!.·H1ken floor :
·When tMed WIth a dOWYlward

--

="'
----./

51~nbnq .ploor one feel~ t'\ spontaneOlAb ~ensabon Ot ~cceler~hnCl
speed.. In contrt1~t to the rISIt1(f f\ool'" which resrrt1ln~ movement the downward ~[oplnq flcor'
e,xe.rb Ih own ~ddrtlon~l pull to thtlr whIch the n~turttl force ~ qmv,h1 exe-rh on' t>Vfr
nOfYl1?\\ mOl/ementb.
lhll~- £venben

/

J

J

J

1/

f~~

v·~~

I

I

f--*~-------------~
I

r- -

I

Figure 2.15:

Pei addition .. floors

II

-----OJ

?ecbon
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PEl ADDITION
MAIN FORMS

~
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~

I
I

I

,
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I

I
I

I

I

I

'L\

,,
,

...ll..

'",
,
I
I

(--------------~
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I

I
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WALLS

lhe YnttJonb.{ of. the. walls are ,terbeal and ~ contnb()i:e. In ~lvln~
the .space a yerb~\l11 e)(p~nStl!e chartlcte.r. A6 a result one- perct{ve6
the- ~utle of the, .space. td tie Iartae. lJie 1~I1fe ~Ie q: the SR:lce
ihrouqnt'ut the ~nbre '{PllerL1 make~ us c:onsClous\y Ylobc.e. 'the
J

~pact'.

I 6tebon

The, wal/5 a(onq the
~~!b

J

e.n~rance c.orndo~

~r8

hOrizontal. A-.s .a

the corrtdor space, seerf1[' wrniJreG.Sed . -me hOrizontal wall5
movement thrOL,,~h the almdor space.

ellel r qUlc~

Afte.r ptl.~~lnq throu~h ~ cornpreb.Sed 6pace we, enter' the,
mam t1q.lIert1 ~POt~!,j where tHe lc<r~e u ..ale. e~ct IS dlShnc.Hl[
J

fel t- artt expenencea.

,,

,,

,

'"

Figure 2.16:

Pei addition - main forms
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PE I

ADDITION

WALLS

The,

THE

B~EAt7TH

THEME

Brea~fu MDb~:

"In thl~ mohf ' the- middle 6ecbon dornll1~t-t.S .
ThI!1 tiomlMhoY1 c~n be ~ccenbA~teo In mttn~ Wttl1~. The windows In t1.
~rqer Vlnti. qreober In tllAmber ar the cenhr than at- the, corner6. •

W?ll.

ctln

be

ltill~-tyen~el'1

Tht 51de mobfb:

tither to the rl4hc or to the left. In thIS Wv~ the .
cornen are also dl{terent. Ih an ~~$l1meh-~cal fac~de , we tlre Id IVldtred[~ to
the uorer "'ntf therefore thiS placement- ehclts tt more pnvare cn&tmt:ter." lhll~-fv~(lseYl

"The mlaalt ~echol7 I~ loc~tuL

I

I

II--------=t('iu
I

THE HEIGHT THEME
~

I

I
I
I
I
I

m

The rl51n1 rmb~: "In the n~lno mohr,
YTlIMle field I~ pushed u~anf IVI
y-elabon to the wall5 ante.rune. Ih thiS w~L{ , the lower .peld vuomt'.$ t\1t !ar4e.sr
the ur~r the mos/; no.rrow. lOe deSCribed re~bon between the Lipper c::l~ [owtr
??rt-~ ot (). wttlL ~ the hqhtl-r ana heaVier 1$ the Cttt70n for the t)(pentnt:e o~
the wallE. vtrhcal txprt6SlOn."
lhll$- tvet1$en

.....

I

I

I

I
I
I

"..
I

I

\ ~,

I

I

,,{
I',

i

I
I

t

II

I·

II
I I U

Figure 2.17:

Pei addition • the breadth theme, the height theme
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PEl
THE

ADD I T ION
WA LlS
MASSIVE SYSTEM
CO&lr~e

tex.tV\re:

• A coarGe texture

~eems t.o ~Iye wel~hc to

the waU .

A loar,\t4 ttxt~red w~1l rtJech, We um be .scratc~d by a coar!.e. wall; It
maLi htArt If we touch I~. It represent~ an active rt~I~4-t1nce ~r0 50 pO.s5e~.se~
lh own powtr tll1d w~ht."
lhl\5 - fvel15en
.
Pat\;ern~

'.

"Vertical pt!trern h~lps rQ glYe. the wall a keel'" c6racrer. A ho Lt5e- I!.
h~hte-r \~ the dtlr'nln~t1Ylq composlbon \~ verbCt1l. "
lhIlS-CYOlSen

The c;o~rSt texture on the walls ~\Ve It wtl1{ht, lhe waH5 6te.m
heMlf, ~~17le

rt?ortd, One "moves ~reC~\I~ ~Ion~
dt:t~er of be'Ylq 6Cr6ttched.
Altho~~h -the walls look he~'1f' the vertical ~t\tkrt1 ~Ive~ {he Aj
woll a Y'lsln1 characrtr, lOt two Opposite ~ec:ts are. Jl.Axtttp05ell
on the .$ttme element whlc.h ~\lDWS lAS to Ylobce. Ulc.h etfec.t
and

the. w~ll~ bec~LAse

~lrml4

of the

close-iy.

to the horlz.Ot1~1 hV1hAre oC the wall the.
heo.v\..f a.od stable c.harader of the. wtlll seems dormnant.
However

d[)e

J

Wall

I
(]

Figure 2.18:

Pei addition - the massive system

II~

I~

-U--I

-='1

r-

elevtlbon
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PEl

ADDITION

CONSTRUCTION

WALLS

SYSTEMS

The

t'YIa~5lVe &L1~te.m:

wall tina closure: The m~%Jve wt\\I I? Doth ~uppDrhYl1 ~nJ ddJl'rllbng. lhls tneam thttt the
ma6SIve w~ll ltnd~ weight to the $p~~l pOIAY!darL1 ItseJr arid thereby d{}~~5 1.ne .$p~ce, . The c/os{Are er+ect
.:?~
m~{.Slve wall 15 emphMlzed 11'\ bLAlldln~5 In which -tnt ~In plArpo>e- 1$ to Isola~e, ~nd prbhiE

"The

mMSlve

tre

the lrulJe.

$P~ce.

1h1l!>-£Ytn~el"l

II

nllCkV1e~b :
" It ~ Yr)a6s\ve wall seems fulGk It C0l1vt45 a htAvL1 and there¥,t"e clo~ed ftd'tJ4 . A-. thick wall
corrupond5 to ~ome:thlnq mert tln&! tlO$e4 . lhe thlckYle!6 Indl~te~ COt)1';1tUJI'le.>.$ and thereh{
Inner ret:lbrance. ¥
1i11~ -ev~en
'
J

lhe. walls t'.rt ~e rl. concrete ana the thlcknes~ Df the. wtll~ are ~een
thro~h the. sltlb like. ct'!umru. 1hlc~ness qlv~ an Imprt~slon of
hUlVlne~s and permaY1ence to the. .stnlc;wre. lhe- e-nbre
len~th of the. tide wall~ V1~Ye no openlr;as tina .space- I~
delimited on the 6!des. A clo$ed feeltng I~ conveL1e.d ttlor:g
the 5laes. ~pace IS .forcea to .flow t:llon~ the. Ie.rmh ff ttle
~t\1! ery 5pClce· 1h~t WtlL{, «111\ r .roCLA~ ~Y)d Vl1 ove.rl1enc 15
~\.so ~loti0 the- k.~~th of the ~t\l\er~ space- - tow~i{$
the qten ends
W g~lIer~.

q

-===--

I

lD
Figure 2.19:

Pei addition - construction systems

II
I I U

Concrett WalL

I

1h1C.k~U5
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PEl

ADDITION

THE SKELETON

~
:

I

~

fl

vV'

f_-

tl

WALLS

SYSTEM

The +Y'ttvtlt6 txyrl~~IOYl of 6lApport :
~ 6!Ap'port exprt5'slOn ~l1 meaV! tiiat urto.\t1 .skeleton s~srem$ seem ht~VL1 tlnd overloadet:l 50 we he.slb~ rG
enrer. others mo.Li ~eem bo--ong tlna ~ht 30 irur we WI Ylo dtl\n~r In eY\re,rIn~. 6lApp'ort e.xpro,sloVl Ib
~rbclA!arl'1 determmed b~ the, ~K$rems p\tl.sbc cnarttcrer, which In t-urn 1$ decided bLi how IndlYlalAt\1
CO\VltnYlS ttYla ~rns tlre t<rUGlA\"Ju.f and. JOined to~ether. "
1i11~ - ~yen5er1
11te tr~me6 t.}(prt~~IDn
'The, motion eXpre6$lot1

to

of motion :

de-termmea DI1 the. Wtlt..{ In wtllci1 the .skeleTon sy.srW1 Impels our
movement!,. Ie lOncerns the treatvnent of the wlumn5 , ~m$ and tr",me . • 1h1l~- £ytruel1

'-.

IS

-,,0

Q/

_~C()!!Amn

,?\e.nder

~ ~t~ms

r

Jlrec-hoMl thrlASL

\'Min

I

1(",

.,-- - -- -->

. I

Figure 2.20:

Pei addition - the skeleton system

I

beam
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PEl

ADDITION

VERTICAL

u- ~haped

PLANES

pl~nt$ :

• A u- ~h~pe& cont~lArGlbon of verhettl pl~nt> Jl~lY1e~ ~ fuM of s~ce fu:,.b hAs an Inward- ~OClA~ tItS well as otYl
t'lAtWttrd onwtaboYl. A~ the rear
the £:Onflgur~h~n, the {lela IG tnc\()wa o!rld wtll d41ned . lOward the open
end of the COntl~V1mboh, the. field vewme~ e)({toverbeJ IYl mbLire. If the end of tA loY10 Yltlrrow field l~

or

open, -the ~e.

WIU

eruour~e

movemenc ana be

tondLAclve

prO~re6Gl(m

to a

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

,
I

I
I

I

-===J.I

II

...

I
I

I

Ii
J.

--==FIu:ruJF=Fl'"t======tI1 ! '"U=-----,

I

I

-='1

I

I

}

Figure 2.21:

Pei addition - vertical planes

I
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I

\

\
\

\

\

\

~

or 6eqlAe1lce.

6f

even~6.·

Chw~
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WALLS
PEl ADDITION
WINDOWS - THE FORM
·Verbeal waU~ Inlbcie ~rrestll'lq tl\M mV1bng movemenb~. The uprlqht window WIll aece..nb;\~le. ihl5
mohon comln~ from the. ly\, Ide and thlAS .strer<a then contac,t vvlHl e,xte.nor 6~ce. The~ ttre. two

main reASons flir th15. FIY6t

~o.(,on maL{ be vcplttlned

the form IS that Ot tA ptr.sotl .swndll1B ana (tioklYlq OL-tb. lhe other
tne. Jorm conveL16 the pOSSlb(lIh1 thaI; one tr\C,\4 e.nter. . lfill!,- £.ven~en

9t all,

tl1 the

Wttl{

• t\orlU1n~l wall~ encouro.ge lateral morton. As a wlnc.tI!lW, the norl~nbal or obloYlg .torm WIU 6[;\ooe5~
a moban lht'J cut:s acro5S the Instae to oU~lde contact. It: I~ as 19 the people ln51ae Jt, nob concern
U~ dlrectlt,.{ j they ~eem to ptW, In tron~ of U~ tAnd po.~t lAb. "
mIl6-£ver¥.e11
~------------->

Both t.ht north aM ;outh faces h:we t1 combln~tton of hOr!zon~L t1na
'£rtlct11 window forms. -me Wlnaow~ tilt the extre-mes tlre vertl(.t,;tl while
fut. ~"'\Iddlt 5edIOn . Ib t-omposeJ of.' horl~ontal WindoW£' .
"The, tnf-luenu 0\ the. vertical wmtlow~ on the north £act I~ not .felt
/7eco.use th~ aren't ver:--\ ttlll. One per ce-JVe5 an ove~1I horizontal
1VYIvre6Sltm. "The, \1oflzontAllh-( Yr'\;';tkes us move ~Ionq the ~e tiM W
t~de,nc,y IS to look o~t Into -the ope.n court~rd. ltn opporhtnltL{ i~
Gre~red 10 expenenc e. one{ t\ppret-l(,\te, -the e.xrertor ana Itite-rlOr wOlle

t=

~
I!'""""

l

motion.
On tht .south .face, the. mpuence. o~ tne ve.rbcal wlndow~ otre. ~tro~

In

N

Duau!,e, or ~r it\llne~.s. We te.nti to !ltop In front of the- wlndow~
aM look out. He.re, the opportUnlty 15 cretttea to ttp,prec,late -the

I

I i

I
I

i ..... c...:L

e.xte.nor from 0. st-~hoY1al'11 POSltiO\'1. lYle atiJOIfHnq ~orlzonto.l
compos<hon of W\r0.ow~ t)l"qes \;IS to move o.l?ng "the tale and
apprectau the. e.xtenor ~nc:t Illterio r ~p~e whIle. In mDtlon.
Pel nas bkti1t[.dly combined eleme1)h to ex.pe.nence -the. .spac.e
o.nd archd:,eciure- 111 stt\bs ~nd mob.on .

I

I

I

II'

-u-

7

1

'"

II~

----__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I'f

4--------Pei addition - windows

rln
~

!

I~

~-----------------------~

I

Figure 2.22:
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I

WALLS

PE I ADDITION

J

!

WINDOWS

Tht profllt ~

"1ht ltnpreS~lon th:lt the mohon Ib trom -the ot)t~lde. Inward~ con be hel~htened or lessened D[,j the openlrl{J.s
protllc.s or reyettl~. It cut a~ nght angles to the wall emphlMlze~ moUton from the "ursldt
1Yt st~~lh of the wall 1$ weakened It offers 110 reblSi"4nce.· "
lhllb- tvtrWn
I

The. tatt. l~lde -the opemt14 :
, With 0. wmdow face Ih5rae the op'ening the wall {'tIce and window fau will be perceived as p~rh Ot two
In4~den/; !tt£,fe('~ txtendlflg t~ell1 t{long6lde ane ttnothe.r.
The wlnaow ~ce glyes the effect or veln~ ~rt of an Irdq;mdent membnme. ttrOlAnd ~ ~ep~r~re
interIOr behlntl. the .stiff 'rYaQ . •
1M> - cvet15eYl
I

The t~ce C1L4te,rmos~ Irl the openlnq ,
"In placm~ the window ~ce oLArermo.st In the op'enlng. the In~erlor ware. tlF,'pettr5 1:0 extend r~ht ou~
-to the wall face. liil!. CQrl reSlAlt lY1 two ~ct~. \n the, ~~t the en-bre VO~lAtne of fue bUl\dlr4 ?~

overla&en ' \n the. ~econa. the wall 11V~ tne

WlndOW~ ~re wctltul only on the north t\nd 60uth ft\ces. lhe proFlL~ on ttl! the
WIMOw~ reveal t1 wt ~t right ~nglt$ to the wall. Thl.~ UJnve4~ta strong
Irnp're~slOn 0t a pow
.s~ce from the e.xtenor throu8h the. en Ire
~~IIe."1'
Mo.s~ windows hove their ~ce6 Inside the openll11 ~IYlng the. Impre~510n
tf bPt\Ce ir4m~ to !orce lti, waLl IOtD ihe ~llerti, ¥,om -tne exterior. AI~o,
-tlie windows ~re, lobatUI at the., Inttnor tJ~e o~ the vertlc~1 concrete
~Ins which tL-4rther ~tren~tl1tns the Itnprc~s.slon of .syttce penetrt1bn~

of

Irnpre6510n

+r~rn the

L---J
----

:

I

ext-e.rtor.

The. ~t-(hke.n ~alle.rt.i hAs ?\ 6
bCt\\e therefore t1 la~e volume Ot
~w.ce. 1fl1b I~rqe. volume 0+ b ce bee.ms to want to ~p~nd outwtlrd.5
it'\t'''ot)~h the !ower WIl1~OW5 .
~ ImpreSSIon I~ created Vl1 fue lower
wlndcrw~ In the swien ¥lIerl1 which have window t4ce5 outs0e. the
opentnq tI~ the. Wln&ows ~re located at the e.xtenor e~e ~ the.
ve.rt\Cttl concrete .rl~.
t>Ytr~1\ the. W1YlaoW5 IYld'Cette ~ ~trang .5~ce tlow petween theexterIOr aM. the 'Inul"ior .

t

Figure 2.22:

(continued)
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THE

ROOF

6heJ

roof

-0tlt root

I

Figure 2.23:

Pei addition - the roof
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african art gallery

an

dn

---_...

•

.

............- ...
e

L.J
n

'\ \
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~--..,

L______ _

7~·

----.--
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L

first

level
second

Figure 2.24:

Meier addition - floor plans

level

third

level
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MEIER

ADDITION

FLOORS

The a~ached. floor:

0+

" I~ one With the grouna. The a tt~,hed floor ~yYl17M6IU~ t'lAr c;onc~pbon
the ~round a~
~omtttll~ fIrm ~nQ Immov~ble. ~nd conve4~ the feehnq
~ ?o(ld foobng. The m?tttnaL IIfsed
In the ~loor5 COr1btr,;,bon
a~h rh de~ree- of a~r.?\chVY1ent to cne qround . "
mllb -~vtn6e.n .

4

The dlrec.tIOYlal ~erY1t:
"The dlrubontll theme toncern~ the wo.~ In which the .form 4' the floOl' emphtl~Ize.6 certain mohornconnecbng one. p~ce. to ~nother. The6e mohon~ m~11 be c:1eneml::ed bLi the .poor~ ~ III r.ft! ce
by It~ fOrm or DV{ po.th5. which cro.s.s the .sptlce."
Thii·; - £ven6en
J

me

ill

"""

•

I

J

uP~~
• ""
• i.J
I

J

:-.-

•

""'-.0...1.....-1

or

I
I
I

I

1

1
l

first

level

([ID
Figure 2.25: Meier addition - the attached floor, the directional theme

L{sea on the, ,fIrst leveL. lhe YI10vernerlt Ot tht floor
boaras when one. wo,lks on them ~otwe4!; 0 le$Gu de~ree of Cir~chmef)~
to the. carOlA\'1d. . The. u~ht wlor 111 wntr~st to th~ d~rk stone floor
also ~Ives ~ 6ense o~ t\O upper teNet t'\na lesser tttt~chmenb to
the ~rotAnd .
The wooden boards gIve ~ stron~ dlrecbonal tl~LIW to the 0oor.
In corridor s~ce~ the. alrecbon IS stl"Ons peCtluse. o~ tHe len~th of
toe wooae.n bot)rd5 whIch IS rel)"Itorced Pl1 the dlrecboMl ~~a(lhe.s
of the, walls. lhe c:l\rechon ~f the floor If) the sqlAo.re central ~pace
ISn't as ~tron9 as (). result Or the.. ~vto.re proportlon
the- s~ce .

r------~) Wooa I~ the vnotenal

blAnken portIon on the .fkst level has 5tone -fLoonng ttt1ci the !,tore
·hLe.s are aClH< t3rey In color. One. perceives ihe. sunkw !SectIon to be.
below c:an?lAna level ~nd, the at\r\< 5tone. ,floor-In] IS ~w:~tUl
In conveL-itnq tl. qrettfe.r &e<Jree. 0t. awchme.nt to the. qrolAnti .
"The, color ~Y1d mc?ttentAL ~t the floor YY1tlkes It loo\<. .solid and
heav4 t\na. the 'Nel~ht >e.ems to Mve caused the .f[ODI" to . 6Ink."
A ~~lAo.re po.tl:ern I~ p'resent OYl the stone 0oor. "The JOlntsbetwee.n
tiles are al$o do.rk In color t:\\'1tt vner~e With the d~rk tile color
At. t\ restAle the pCAttern 15 not et\slly perceived ?\Vlti the floor
doesnt tonve~ ~ny tilre,t\on.

floor valt,rn
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f-----------------

I

/

---0--~

I
I

!./
,;

I

I

Ii

I

I

.,j,

\

-

FLOORS

The, babe, pl~ne, Jepn~~eJ :
u"The de~ree or 5pobal conbnwtL-j between the depre.~~ed t1dd tlna the. bUrr!1lAnchn0 tlrea
depend!, on the ~cole
the l.e.vel ch~nqe. Increa5ln~ the. depth of' the depre~5ed ~Ield weakeVJ~
It!i vl5~l v-e.labon!.h,p With the ,wrrolAl1dIng ,~pace, tttJQ btre~the.n$ Ih deFlnrbon ~5 a
al~bnct vollAme of bptlCe-.
Chln~

or

--------~
I-'

~

1/

I

J

/

The wooden ,floor) are re.C[ecu(l~ floors. 1l1e exnpho.51s IS on
ihe vertlcal ~nw.r~emene of- sp~ce 4oVlOwaras. Natural
ught which floods the ~tI\U~t1.1 sp~ces \V\crea6es the
re'flecttvlb:f of the -f1oof$. It results \V\ cAp illuSion of
~

•

first

Figure 2.26:

Meier addition - the base plane depressed, the reflecting floor

levE'l

".L---::-1
•
.i..J

vabca! e.¥)~r~mef\t of

Spt1Ce.

t\ownw~tt{s.
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MEIER
THE

ADDITION

DIRECTIONAL

-

FLOORS

FLOOR

Narrow Stttlr~ :
A n~rrpw fll~hr
V16111~hU\bon Of tl

II

tk~lr{,

Ot

lfWltt 4LAICk

~t~lr.s 6eerYl6 mtended ftJr the ~p-ectator ~loY)e or at- mo,S t ore other per60n. II:- Ib the
rer6on~1 6~ce - It 16 prlvt1te. lh1~ content I~ further trnph.?\6lzeJ
In thtlb I1tlrrow
I

movement."

1h1l~- £VW5en

dn

.~--

secone

Figure 2.27:

Meier addition - the directional floor

level

I
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MEIER

WALLS

ADDITION

MAIN FORMS

The vel-beal wall:

• ll'e verbcal wall ~lwa45 6etm5 b~hte,r because of

hke a dOrfllnatlnB landmtllrk, 11:-

IS

Its

r151~ eITec~.

the focus of all a1tenbon· .

It aHracts
Thll!. -

The convex wall :

• When tacln~ a convex wall one vl~lAallzeb the Interror ~p'ace behind It

m\!>

Impre~5lOn

en.foldlr~

The

concav~

attenbon tlnd

"'!l

5h-ong t:\nd

domln",ttntJ·

eIther 1t1 the .form of ~n exptmamq movemenr t-ow~rd u~ or as t:1n
protechng the interIor ~pace +rom us."
m1l6- ~ven.sen

\~ conve~ed

movemtnt

OIAI'"

evenben

wall :

tace a concave wall) the .feehn9

I.S one of being receIved
the tntenor space .$eems to
l{leld to OlAr forwtlrd movement. A6 ~ cOrJ6equence. • the wo.!I 15 (). vI~u;4hZAbon
two ~P~S\Ot16 '.
the embro.clnq Otnd recelvl~
cAna the. l-\Ielalng ~na pIL1lYlt."
111115- Even$e.n

., Whfll we

J

Two vertical wall) art plo.Ged 1\1 the 6?:,ce In which the. bw,lr.5
are Iocl7ltui . lhe Wo.lI~ extena ~noDstnACted frortllthef .fIrst leVel
-floor lApto the- -third. !eye,\~ rOOt - "The. verb~ WtA. (~ ()rllier
btre~tnel1 the verbcal empha~l$ oC thIS .space,. L.~e w~lls art
the fPcu5 of oLAr ~H:enbon. While. til mbl Yl0 the. blktlr5.1 we 100 k
V\r the ve.rbcV\\ walls and 5ubsUllAe. nt\Li t{t the enbre verbca!
~pace

(

.

Meie.r ha~ u~ed the verb cal wall~ to aH;rac-t out' ~ttenbOh
and as a rewtc an opporh~)1ltt-{ to opprew:d:e th~
verticaL 5pctce.
I

I -~

I'-

first

Figure 2.28:

Meier addition - main forms

level

..... - -:-

~fi-----~1-------~

I

of
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ME.IER

ADDITION

VERTICAL

PLANES

Parallel verb cal plttnes :
, A 6et of ~falleA verb '1 I p~ne5 defrnes V! i\e~ or ~pttce between -thW11 The open et1d~ O} the field e~ttlH.5hd
b4 the vertical edqe~ Or tHe p~n~5, ~lve5 tht .space G\ strong dlredlOl1bIl?lu~lrf1.t. Its pnmtlrl-{ onehrailor 1$
alonq the ~X!6 tJDoub whim the planes tire 64t'nrnetncal . 6mu ~j)e p~ralld pfaneG do not met to
torm q corner tlnd enclo6e tl portion Ot the f\efa the 5pc!Ce- \~ e,.;troverted In nitiAre.
Ching
I

dn
• r---..I

second

third

level

Figure 2.29:

Meier addition - vertical planes

level

II
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MEIER ADDITION
WALLS
CONSTRUCTION
S"fSTEMS
The mtl.b,slve ~4!,tem:
'lhe m~6SIVt wall t-tnd clos«re ~
th~~ the m~65lye
lhe c.!o6~re effect
to 16o\~te ~nd

The. yY)~lve wtlll 10 b~th .supporbng ~Yld dehmlbl1~. 1h1.~ mearlS
wU Itnds weight to the .spahal bOLmao.r1,f r~lf e:lna thereby do~es the space.
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Concluding synthesis

At the conclusion of the analysis of the DMAC, it became evident that there was a
large body of data pertaining to the building's expression, a result of the analysis modeled
after methods developed by Thiis-Evensen and Ching in which individual building
elements are closely analyzed and their expressions determined. To use this data as a
springboard for a design became increasingly difficult because of the diversity and volume
of data.
My own emotional response was an important force directing the analysis and
synthesis of data and the design of the free-standing furniture form. The most significant
impact of the building's interiors on my emotions was space. The way spaces flowed
through the entire building and the way space was sculpted resulted in strong emotional
responses. Scully's statements on the "continuity and permanence of space and structure"
in modern buildings was most pertinent in this context.29 It became apparent that individual
building elements which were analyzed, supported the theme of continuity and
permanence of space. I elaborated on this idea with the help of drawings (Figure 2.372.46). I established a link between the individual building elements and their role in
articulating space to support the theme of. continuity and permanence.
Analysis of the DMAC confirmed Scully's concept of continuity and permanence of
space and structure of modern buildings. Scully promoted the idea that the architecture of
a period was a reflection of the state of humans during that period .. Modern architecture
was evolving during the later eighteenth century, during the periods of the industrial and
democratic revolution. This was a time period in which previously accepted religious
values were disintegrating and being rejected. Structured ways of life were falling apart.

29Vincent Joseph Scully, 18.
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As a consequence, man found himself alone, without the security of being able to depend
on religion or something comprehensible. 30 Nietzsche in Thus Spake Zarathushtra writes
that "man is alone because God is dead."31 During this period of absurdity,humans found
themselves with an incessant need for security and something comprehensible to belong
to.Yet they possessed a strong desire and a need to express their individuality as a means
to progress and change. This conflicting desires within humans was reflected in the
architecture of the period as ajuxtaposition of continuity and permanence of space which
resulted in a spatial tension. It is this juxtaposition of opposites resulting in spatial tension
that will be established through the final synthesis of the building analysis.

Saarinen wing
In the Saarinen wing, continuity and permanence is seen as a juxtaposition of
dynamic gallery spaces and the static lobby space. The lobby space is static in nature as a
result of the square proportions of the space. Although "U" shaped planes compose the
lobby space, the space appears square and static. Also, the space seems heavy due to the
relatively large scale of the lobby interior. Oak panels in the lobby interior, support a rising
motif which contribute to the lobby scale appearing large and therefore, a heavy, static
space within.

Figure 2.37:
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Saarinen wing· square, static space

30Vincent Joseph Scully, 10.
31 Friedrich Wilheim Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra (New York: Heritage Press, 1967),5.
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Figure 2.38:

Saarinen wing - the rising motif

Continuity and dynamism of gallery spaces can be attributed to the following. The
gallery spaces have linear proportions and low ceiling heights which emphasize a strong,
continuous, horizontal movement of space. The walls enclosing the gallery spaces are
basically horizontal, massive walls. The thickness of these walls is seen clearly at the
openings into the gallery spaces. The horizontality, massiveness, and thickness of the
walls give it a stable appearance and create a secure and enclosed space. The absence
of window openings on the walls also help to enclose the space completely. These
massive, horizontal walls without openings, encourage Quick, uninterrupted movement
along beside it in either direction. The field of space generated by these walls is a space
which is horizontal in nature and flowing continuously and uninterrupted through the
gallery.
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Figure 2.39:

Saarinen wing - the horizontal wall, the massive wall and closure

The wall and floor patterns in the gallery also accentuate this movement of space. The
direction of the wooden floor boards are parallel to the main direction of the gallery space.
They give the space a strong directional quality emphasizing a continuous,uninterrupted
spatial flow. Wall patterns in this space also emphasize a flow of space along the length of
the gallery.
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Figure 2.40:

Saarinen wing - the directional theme, patterns
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As a result of these varying expressions, we find a spatial tension created by the
static and dynamic, permanent and continuous characteristics of space is seen and
experienced in the Saarinen wing.

Pei addition
Continuity and permanence of space is articulated by the following building
elements in the Pei addition. Parallel vertical planes and massive walls allow a strong
space flow along the length of the gallery. The walls are of concrete and the thickness of
the walls are seen through the slab like columns. Thickness gives an impression of
heaviness and permanence to the structure. The entire length of the side walls have no
openings and space is delimited on the sides conveying a closed feeling. Space is forced
to flow along the length of the gallery.
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Figure 2.41:

Pei addition - the massive system, thickness
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Pei's addition is composed of numerous parallel vertical planes. The entire Pei gallery can
be visualized as a space enclosed by a pair of parallel vertical planes. They give the space
a strong directional quality. As a result, space flows continuously throughout the entire
gallery length.

Figure 2.42:

Pei addition - parallel vertical planes

Beams above the side spaces in the Pei wing are also articulated to express a strong
space flow. Beams along the sides are slender and convey the carrying of a light load.
They are strongly directional. Along with the rectangular slab columns, they express a
powerful movement of space along their length. The beams supporting the shed roof are
articulated and arranged that they generate a field of space that is square in form. The
square form results in a static

space~

The supporting beams for the shed roof are massive

in comparison to other beams within the Pei addition. The size of these beams further
strengthens the notion of a heavy, static and therefore permanent space.
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Pei addition - the frame's expression of motion

Meier addition
Continuity and permanence of space is articulated by the following building
btrlteJitl§- elements in the Meier addition. The central gallery space is composed of three
levels. Each level consists of a central space which is square in form. This space by virtue
of its form is static in nature and expresses permanency. Moreover, the planes enclosing
this space are parallel vertical and "L" shaped planes. These planes are arranged around
a square perimeter and thereby generate fields of square, static space. All these square
spaces have a strong central focus. Also spaces adjacent to the square central space are
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Figure 2.44:

level

Meier addition -. parallel vertical planes, L-shaped planes

formed by parallel vertical planes and concave planes. The spaces formed by these
planes are narrow in form and therefore induce movement. Wooden floor boards cover
most gallery spaces except the sunken gallery. All boards run in one direction. In corridor
and narrow spaces, boards run parallel to the length of the space. The direction of boards
give the space a strong directional quality emphasizing a continuous, uninterrupted space
flow. Vertical continuity of space is seen in the staircase core which is surmounted by
clerestory openings. This opening is the expression of the roof's opening articulation.
Space in this staircase core has a strong vertical emphasis because of a vertical
proportion of space in the core. There is a continuous, uninterrupted flow of space through
the clerestory openings. Yet again, it becomes apparent that Meier's wing falls comfortably
within the theme of continuity and permanence of space.
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Figure 2.45:· Meier addition - the directional theme
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Figure 2.46:

Meier addition - the opening articulation

A

The preceding synthesis of the building analysis was used as raw material, and it
helped to determine the location of the three-dimensional form and to also assign a
function to the form. From the synthesis, it became evident that certain gallery spaces are
dynamic and elicit motion responses while some other spaces are static and nondirectional. It was appropriate then to locate the form within such static spaces because it
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was the ideal place to capture people's attention. People do not have to deal with being
channeled through the space as they would in a dynamic space. As a result, the. main
focus will be the objects displayed within that space.

Th~

form would benefit by being the

main focus since it was going to be used as a medium to make a statement.
It was necessary at this juncture to assign a function to the form. A gallery space
best accommodated a gallery bench. The bench would alioweEt'people to sit and rest for a
while. At the same time, the bench was a powerful vantage from which to appreciate
gallery spaces. A bench form was designed and built for the Pei addition. The best location
for the form within the Pei addition was the square static space below the shed roof. The
designated space had natural light flowing into it. The interplay of light and shadow in the
<

space and on the form helped accentuate the form's expression.
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CHAPTER 3.

DESIGN OF THE FORM

As with any site-specific design, a "site" analysis had to be undertaken so as to
exploit the site to its maximum potential. The design process was initiated with a site
analysis after which an attempt was made to develop a form for the space.

Site analysis

As discused earlier, a non-directional space best accommodated a form. The
non-directional space prevented the channeling of people through that space which
allowed uninterrupted viewing and use of the seating form. With this reasoning, the space
designated for the bench was a square with sides 36' long. The square was further
subdivided into smaller, imaginary grids. This was done to aid in the. location and possibly
the evolution of the bench form. A 36' square can be subdivided into a .9' x 4' or a 6' x 6'
grid. Possible dimensions for the grid were derived from dimensions of building elements
around the space. These elements were assumed to be a part of a well orchestrated
proportion scheme. With this premise, it is found that all rectangular, slab columns within
the building are 12' long in plan. Also, the 12' module was used fairly consistently within
the building and in the formation of the 36' square. Using this dimension as a framework,
the grid was worked out to be smaller divisions of 12'. Smaller divisions were chosen only
to accommodate a reasonably sized seating form. This reasoning dictated a 6' x 6' grid
(Figure 3.1). About the longer axis, Pei's addition is almost symmetrical except for a larger
volume of space to the west. This anomaly strongly suggests an anticipation of a larger
volume of traffic. Also the entry into Pei's addition leading to this larger volume of space is
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the most probable first entry point into the addition. This entry point follows a person's
natural circulation path through the Saarinen and Meier wings. A Person entering
Saarinen's wing will proceed by taking the natural route which is to his or her right
(Figure 3.2).
The square central space was further subdivided into four imaginary quarters. The
quarter closest to the first entry point was designated for the location of the bench form.
This is because, this quarter is almost invisible from the first entry, and the bench form
located here would be an element of surprise once it becomes visible. This gesture follows
Pei's extensive use of the element of surprise. Also, this quarter presents the greatest
potential of being interacted upon since it is closest to the main circulation path and the
larger volume of space (Figure 3.3). Pei's emphasis of experiencing architecture while in
motion is quite evident in his addition. He establishes goals, and a distinct circulation path
towards the goal. A good example is the spiral stair as a goal at the end of the bridge
which acts as the path. In a similar approach, I established a goal and a distinct path
towards the goal. Within the central space, the central cross-axis was designated as the
important goal. The design of the bench form will be such that it directs people toward the
goal acting as a path (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4:

The path and goal

Modernism and its implications

Scully promotes the idea that the architecture of a period was a reflection of the
state of humans during that period. Modern architecture was evolving during a time period
~

when religious values was disintegrating. As a result of this disintegration, humans found
themselves alone, but they needed security and stability while expressing their
individuality. These conflicting desires resulted in absurdity and was reflected in the
architecture of the period as ajuxtaposition of continuity of space and permanence of
structure. This juxtaposition of opposites caused spatial tension in buildings. 32

32Vincent Joseph Scu1lY,18.
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Existentialism and architecture

A relationship was derived between the expression of Pei's addition which falls
within the Modern Movement and the philosophy of existentialism. Absurdity was
expressed in modern buildings as a juxtaposition of continuity of space and permanence
of structure. The means to overcome this absurdity was expressed through continuous

evolutionary change. A similar analogy can be drawn within existentialism. The philosophy
professed the non-existence of God and on the complete reliance of the individual. 33 This
condition resulted in an absurd universe. We overcame this absurdity only by taking action
thereby healing ourselves. 34 In other words, conflict which results in absurdity is beneficial
because it forced humans to take action and change. Taking action helped humans to
grow. Since there is such a close relationship between the architectural

~xpression

of

Pei's addition and existentialisf philosophy, it seemed appropriate to integrate these ideas
into the bench form. The idea of conflict as a stimulus for growth and change will be
represented on the bench form. This idea will be the underlying theme for the design.

Design concept and evolution of the bench form

The square central space with its imaginary grid lines dictated the basic form for the
bench. A 6' x 6' square module was chosen for the bench which is also the dimensions of
the imaginary grid subdivisions. As mentioned earlier, conflict was beneficial and taking
action resulted in the resolution of conflict. This idea was integrated within the square

33Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism and Human Emotions (New York: Philosophical Library.1957).

18.
34Jean-Paul Sartre, 32.
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module in the following way. The center of the square represented the source of the
conflict and the periphery of the module, the resolution of the conflict (Figure 3.5). I defined
this expression as the "first journey," a journey that is tangible. By tangible, I meant that the
resolution of module in the conflict was perceptible and results felt and experienced much
like our simple day to day problems. I went a step further and defined yet another journey,
the second journey which is the journey towards truth. Within the design scheme, truth is
represented as the central cross-axis within the 36' square space. As mentioned earlier
within the path-goal context, the central cross-axis was designated as the important goal.
The central point is only imaginary signifying truth as being something not immediately
perceptible or tangible (Figure 3.5). Also, the journey towards the central cross-axis will be
an implied one, implied by imaginary guide lines between the bench form and the axis.
The evolution of the bench form required a close examination of building elements
within the Pei addition. These elements were used to form a visual vocabulary. A building
element that was most relevant to the context of a square module was the spiral stair
carved within a square block of concrete. The idea of a circle within a square was adapted
for the design (Figure 3.6). A hollow circle within the square was designated as the conflict
source. This hollow circle was imagined to be spiralling. This action can be visualized as a
tornado twirling on a prairie grid. As a result of this spiralling action (conflict), the outer
square form was thrown outward in three parts and these parts represented the resolution
of conflict (Figure 3.7). Hence, the first journey was perceptible through the distinct imagery
of the three parts of the form. However, the second journey being intangible, is represented
by implied lines between the form and the central cross-axis. Lines drawn along their
longer edges will intersect at the cross-axis. The pieces act as a path to the cross-axis by
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guiding people towards the cross-axis by their longer edges. Hence, the path-goal concept
is achieved here (Figure 3.8). The smaller details of the individual pieces also derived
some of their characteristics from existing building elements. The seat of individual pieces
took on a slab-like character similar to the rectangular slab-like columns within the
building. Bases for each of the pieces were similar. The base were parts of circular
sections deriving their character from the spiral stair. On plan view, the bases had larger
dimensions at one end, and tapering to a smaller section and dimension at the other end.
This tapering section of the base was seen as a part of a spiralling movement of the base
form. Also, the theme of continuity and permanence was integrated into the form in the
following way. Base forms with their spiralling movement represented movement which
was continuous. in nature. The hard-edged, thick seats through their portrayal of
massiveness, represented a character of permanence (Figure 3.9).

Materials and color for the form

Materials for the bench form were chosen by using the idea of "progress through
conflict" as a framework. As mentioned earlier, conflict was beneficial in that, it forced Man
to grow, and by growing, Man eliminated the conflict. Within the Modern Movement, we
identify a similar growth and progress in the use of building materials. Designers in the
Modern Movement looked for newer, efficient materials to meet an ever changing set of
functional requirements. During the early stages of the Modern Movement, wood was the
dominant material. This was because buildings were one story and fairly simple. Wood
could easily meet the structural requirements for these early buildings. With the advent of
~igh~rise buildings, newer and stronger materials had to be explored. As a result, steel and

reinforced concrete started to be used extensively. The analogy we draw here was that the
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Figure 3.10:

The bench in the Art Center
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problem and limitations with older materials resulted in the development of newer, stronger
materials - conflict paving a path for growth and progress. With this idea, I juxtaposed
wood and steel, the two materials at the opposite ends of the progression scale of building
materials. Wood was used for the seat of the three pieces. The seat's form was fairly simple
and the use of wood is justified for the simple form and construction. Steel was used for the
bases. Steel's strength and malleability and thereby its superiority as a material, was
evidenced by its use as a support member and its ability to conform to curvilinear forms.
Steel retained its shiny, metallic appearance in order not to conceal its identity.
Also, the high reflectivity of its surface enhanced the entire bench form. Sunlight flowing
through the shed roof into the central space is reflected of the metal base. This aspect
enhanced the imagery of the entire form. A wood color was chosen for the seat to contrast
with the steel base. African padauk which is reddish-brown was chosen for this purpose.

Conclusions

This thesis examined the possibility and feasibility of designing furniture for a
specific building after analyzing the building and its various components. The entire project
was an attempt at determining at whether an analysis of architecture was necessary at all
in designing furniture for interiors.
The analysis of the building was done by studying it under three larger contexts.
They were studied under, the similar methods of analyses developed by Thiis-Evensen
and Ching, the three designers of the Art Center, and finally a study of the Modern
Movement. These three contexts proved useful and resulted in valuable, meaningful data
from which a design concept evolved. It was interesting to derive relationships between the
building analysis data and the Modern Movement. The building analysis presented data
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which was strictly of a descriptive nature of various building elements. In isolation, the data
was not immediately usable. The data on the Modern Movement was more of a
philosophical nature. The data. on the designers and the Modern Movement gave
credibility to the building analysis data and supported the building elements' expressions.
It became apparent that a thorough analysis would necessarily involve studying a building
under more than one context.
The thesis project presented a unique opportunity to test Thiis-Evensen's theory of
a universal experience of forms and space. His work on archetypes was an invaluable
source for this thesis project. His classification of building archetypes helped to
systematically analyze each building element to derive the building's expression. ThiisEvensen's classification also helps to inform people on what to look for in a building. This
method of looking at a building could be utilized for purposes ranging from building
analyses to building appreciation. Thiis-Evensen's description of various archetypes and
people's experience to those archetypes is well documented. The data informs people who
are going to visit a building for the first time, what experiences they could possibly have in
the building. Thiis-Evensen's data also helps people experience buildings at a deeper
level. During the building analysis, a record was made of my emotional reactions in the
analysis sheets to see if they correlated with Thiis-Evensen's experience. There are
definitely some experiences that are common for a large number of people but there are
other building expressions that elicit unique responses from person to person. On the other
hand Ching only goes to the extent of presenting organizations of space without trying to
define their impacts. The feasibility of an organization of space and its effects is left to the
understanding of the designer the person undergoing the experience.
Throughout the design process and eventually the design of the form, continuity
and permanence of space evident in modern buildings, was a strong directive in the
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design. This idea of continuity and permanence was further extended into existentialist
philosophy. The larger idea expressed is the abdication of religion to embrace an
individualistic approach on the path towaros truth. As a designer of the form, it is my belief
,

that the individualistic approach and the search for truth is still an ongoing process. This
belief reinforces the idea that modern architecture, as a reflection of the state of humans,
deals with a debate that is still current. Although a new style of architecture like PostModernism has emerged, it does not mean that modernism and its concerns ended with
the style. The modernist debate is still current and may mean that humans have old issues
to deal with before moving on to other realms of experience.
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